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What is a memory?



What is the capital of France?



What did you do yesterday?



2 + 2 = ?





Neural Mechanisms for Memory











Why does a neuron “fire”?





The four basic stages of neurotransmission







From action potential to postsynaptic depolarization
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But what is a memory?



“Dog”



“Dog”



How does this change?



Short Term Changes: LTP





Bliss and Lomo’s First Published LTP 
Experiment



Conclusion?

A larger response from the same 
stimulus.



Typical LTP experiment:  
record EPSP�s in CA1 cells 
(magnitude)

Step 1: weakly stimulate input 
1 to establish baseline

Step 2: give strong stimulus 
(tetanus) in same fibers 
(arrow)

Step 3: continue weak 
stimulation to record increased 
responses

Step 4: throughout, check for 
responses in control fibers 
(input 2)

LTP







LTP

LTP is input specific.

LTP is long-lasting (hours, days, weeks).

LTP results when synaptic stimulation coincides with 
postsynaptic depolarization (achieved by cooperativity of 
many coactive synapses during tetanus)(called 
cooperativity)

The timing of the postsynaptic response relative to the 
synaptic inputs is critical.

LTP has Hebbian characteristics (�what fires together wires 
together�, or, in this case, connects together more 
strongly).

LTP may produce long terms changes?





1 Hz (7 min)



1 Hz (7 min)



9 Hz (120 s): Tetanus



(120 s): Rest



1 Hz (every 15 min for 7 min)





Long Term Changes: Synaptic Plasticity



HOW?

Increased neurotransmitter release
Increase receptors
Structural changes

strengthen



Figure 18.2  Synaptic Changes That May Store Memories (Part 1)



Figure 18.2  Synaptic Changes That May Store Memories (Part 1)



Figure 18.2  Synaptic Changes That May Store Memories (Part 1)
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Eric Kandel, MD
Nobel Prize Winner



•     Delineate a behavior capable of being modified by learning

•     Define, in cellular detail, the neural circuit of that behavior

•     Locate, within that neural circuit, the critical neurons and
interconnections modified by learning that store memory

•     Analyze the mechanisms of learning and memory storage
on the cellular and molecular level

Prerequisites for a Molecular Biological Study
of Learning and Memory







Gill withdrawal reflex using Aplysia californica sea slug:

-A mantle-covered gill is used for breathing

-A siphon is used for expelling seawater and waste

-Gill withdrawal occurs when the siphon is touched

-Defensive mechanism used
by Aplysia



Aplysia protects itself from potential harm by withdrawing its gill 
when the siphon is touched



40 sensory neurons (siphon skin) synapse w/ 6 gill MNs & 
excitatory and inhibitory INs 



Electrophysiology in Aplysia using the abdominal ganglia



Habituation was observed in Aplysia by EPSP recordings after 
repeated siphon stimulation



Possible mechanisms for short-term habituation



Habituation leads to decreased neurotransmitter release and 
reduced gill withdrawal



Long-term habituation after 4 days of trainingà synaptic 
depression & fewer sensorimotor synapses



In other words, Dr. Kandel observed both short 
term and long term changes in memory (in this 
case habituation) and also mapped the neural 
circuitry.

= NOBEL PRIZE



H.M.
”Most studied
person in all of
psychology”





Case of H.M.

• Most studied person in psychology
• Most important case study 
• H.M. had severe epilepsy in temporal lobes
• William Scoville, neurosurgeon at 

Hartford Hospital  operated on HM in 1953
• Removed ventral tips of temporal lobes





HM’s 
Temporal 

Lobes



Effects on HM

• Recall events from childhood
• Can engage in conversations
• Good semantic memory
• Cannot recall events that have just happened
• Cannot recall any new facts
• Cannot remember new faces



What is HM’s deficit

• Anterograde Amnesia for declarative 
memory:  fact, events, people.

• No concept of amount of time that has 
passed.

• Still shows procedural memory:  new tasks.
• Some implicit memory: realizes that his 

parents have died.



A large percentage of modern theory of 
memory is based on the study of H.M.



Shiffrin Model of Memory

Sensory 
registers

Short Term
or
Working Long Term

Loss

Rehearsal
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Retrieval

Loss


